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New edition of Dancers’ Locker explores nature, culture, and features innovative use of space.

In the wake of the pandemic, local dance company Frontier Danceland has come through with a slew of
new skillsets, from performing onscreen to further developing their technique and poise. Now,
returning to fully-live performances, they’ve taken their experiences from the pandemic and
transmuted it into new works for Dancers’ Locker 2022. Presenting works by Company Artists,
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Sammantha Yue, Mark Robles and Chia Poh Hian, Dancers’ Locker 2022 not only featured diverse
choreographies capturing their creators’ varied philosophies and musings, but also made full use of
Goodman Arts Centre’s spaces for exploring such ideas.

The performance began at the Goodman Arts Centre Black Box, where Sammantha Yue presented her
work Sunlight Rhythm. Reflecting on the process of plant care and growth, Sammantha’s little ‘garden’
allows for audience members to sit wherever they want, allowing us to consume and experience the
performance in our own personal way. An image of a plant is projected onto a silkscreen, while the
soothing soundscape evokes a peaceful afternoon lounging in the garden.



Sunlight Rhythm plays with light and illusion, and when the performance begins, we see an image of
Sammantha onscreen, identical to her outfit in real life, where she dons a leafy mask with floral
adornments. The onscreen Sammantha mimics the real life Sammantha’s movements, and creates a
surreal effect, like we’re given two perceptions and viewpoints to interpret. Blood stains are visible on
her top, and seem to reflect the painstaking efforts taken towards caring for her plants.









As operatic voices come in on the soundscape, there is the sense of spiritual healing and redemption.
Emerging from the jungles, we reach the beach, and we imagine the dancers having arrived at Cebu,
the breeze bringing things From the jungles, we are not at the beach. At Cebu, with the wind whirling,
their hard work paying off as they dance with the sunset.



In the final work of the evening, Chia Poh Hian presents her work One In A Million, in collaboration
with performers Mark Robles, Sammantha Yue, Stanley Ian Cuneta, and Tan Xin Yen. In the work, Chia
considers the juxtaposition between abundance and scarcity, as presented through movement and
350kg of rice onstage. The dancers arrive and begin scooping rice into a massive octagonal bunker. On
the other side, another dancer is painstakingly counting every grain of rice, bunching them in groups of
5, and recording down the number onto a chalkboard.



As the dancers enter the rice bunker, they begin to carelessly spread the grains all over, even spilling
over into the audience area. One dancer attempts to spread her body across the bunker, looking like Da
Vinci’s Vitruvian Man, and even trying to bury herself underneath. As she moves. The familiar sounds
and scent of rice fills the auditorium. The more she tries to immerse herself in the rice, the more
disgusted we feel at the pure greed she displays, gleefully ‘wasting’ it by flinging it around without a
care in the world, in stark contrast to the other dancer cherishing every grain on the other side.




